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As it was for Le Corbusier, the planet is mounir fatmi’s studio. Everything human 
interests him and life, like an open wound, impels him to create, to bear witness, to 
structure his effervescent ideas, to transform suffering into words and images. 
Without Anaesthetic: fatmi feels it all intensely, under the skin, and seeks to offer 
the hope of a sensitive gaze taking in perpetual destruction, death and loss. 
 
During a four-year residency in the Parisian banlieue of Mantes La Jolie he filmed 
the demolition of the housing blocks in Val-Fourré. Huge mechanical diggers 
operated – again – under the skin of the urban body, opening up the bedrooms 
where humans once lived, loved and slept, the kitchens where they drank and 
partied, the lounges where they sat, and even the bathrooms made to ensure that 
the body’s privacy is always protected. But suddenly now we see the tiles on the 
walls, ripped, torn and exposed, thrust before passers-by, former inhabitants, 
neighbours. The floral upholstery of the former bedrooms evoke the forgotten 
dreams of former lovers. Endless still shots yoke the time of silence to the space of 
loss. The violence is irremediable. Demolishing cities is no gentle matter. Life is no 
gentle matter. 
 
During the four years of his residency, fatmi filmed over 50 hours of rushes, and he 
is still continuing. The artist, who boldly titled the catalogue published for the 
Brussels Biennial 1 Fuck the Architect, is thus continuing his critique of the world 
and the way it is manhandled and twisted. In Geneva, at the Analix Forever gallery, 
he is showing for the first time a number of videos made out of the incredible 
accumulation of images from his residence, coinciding with the first international 
symposium on Emotional Architecture, which the gallery is organising in Geneva. 
Fatmi’s videos will also be projected at the Fondation Louis-Jeantet, where the 
symposium is being held.  
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In the gallery’s screening room, mounir fatmi will show several other recent films, 
including The Beautiful Language, for which he was awarded a prize at the Cairo 
Biennial, and Save Manhattan (2010). Speaking of which, who can save Manhattan 
from perdition and destruction? Only the memory of its ghosts – those ghosts that 
are everywhere in fatmi’s work. Good cinema, cinema that isn’t boring, said 
Derrida – he who foresaw a glorious future for ghosts – is a phantomachy. All 
fatmi’s films bear this spectral imprint. The titles of his videos, too, are remarkably 
evocative: Architecture Now tells us that architecture today resides not only in 
grandeur but also in destruction. I lived on the 3rd floor reminds us of the private 
memories attaching to lost places 

At the entrance to the gallery, Underneath (2007), a sculpture by this artist known 
for his big sculptural installations, takes us into other hidden aspects of reality: 
behind the scenes of architecture. Evoking the first time fatmi came to Analix, in 
2009, for the exhibition Le cadavre exquis boira le vin nouveau, there is also a print, 
Dead or Alive (2007), reprising the big wall painting he exhibited in that show. 
Finally, during the exhibition, fatmi will be presenting his drawings in the gallery’s 
Cabinet de Dessins. An artist of many talents. 

 

 
 
 

Exhibition open Tuesday to Saturday  
from 2 to 7 pm and by appointment 

ending 23 February 2011. 
 
 
 
Exhibition organised with the support of CREDIT SUISSE 
 
In parallel, mounir fatmi is presenting Between the lines, a solo exhibition at Galerie 
Hussenot, Paris (to 24 February). 
 

 


